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MEETING SUMMARY

Meeting Subject: Public Meeting #1

Meeting Date: July 24, 2018

Meeting Time: 6:30 PM to 8:30 PM

Meeting Location: Waugh Chapel Elementary School

Attendees
Name Organization

Public

David Helmecki Aide to Councilman Andrew Pruski
Study Team
Adam Greenstein (PM) Anne Arundel Co. / DPW
Dan Anderson Anne Arundel Co. / DPW
Nestor Flores Anne Arundel Co. / DPW
Tanya Asman Anne Arundel Co./OOT
Mark Wildonger Anne Arundel Co. / OPZ
Dawn Thomas Anne Arundel Co. / Rec. and Parks
Kathy Falk Kimley-Horn
Jiaxin Tong Kimley-Horn

Summary of Meeting
The purpose of the meeting was to introduce the purpose of the project and provide an overview of
work performed to date on Waugh Chapel Road, including existing conditions and public input received
from the online posting of the existing conditions report. 33 residents attended the meeting, including
Dave Helmecki, the legislative aide to Andrew Pruski (Councilman from 4th District).

Adam Greenstein presented the existing conditions findings and future traffic projections from a
PowerPoint presentation. Nestor Flores then provided an update on the work that is underway and
scheduled to be implemented by the County DPW Traffic Engineering Division (TED). The presentation
was followed by a Q&A session where the project team collectively addressed the comments and
questions from the public. The meeting was concluded with public reviewing the corridor rollout maps
and example cross-sections and providing comments. Below is a summary of the discussions and
comments received during the public meeting.
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Q&A

Q1: Are number of crashes above state average, and how is it compared to other roads?
A1: We do not have rates to compare with on County roads.

Q2: Do you need to widen Waugh Chapel Road at MacMullen to fit a left-turn lane?
A2: Corridor width is adequate to accommodate – we will analyze in more detail before implementing.

Q3: Westbound left-turn lane to Maytime is sometimes used to bypass right turns - how to stop this?
A3: Physical features could be considered to restrict this maneuver.  Enforcement can be conducted.

Q4: Some traffic problems are attributable to development. Builders should allocate funds to help
address the issues. Summerfield developer proposes to build a road connection to tie to Waugh Chapel
shopping center.  How do we make sure they mitigate?
A4: Impact fee is for traffic mitigation and is part of the development review process; need to provide a
grid network so traffic does not go through one road

Q5: Summerfield is not fully populated yet – to have 200-300 homes. Safety issues exist – many near-
crashes. Community feels it is unsafe not having a turning lane.  How can these issues be addressed?
A5: When project is completed, new markings will be provided. One option is to provide a left-turn lane
into community, but the adult care facility across the street is being handled by others.

Q6: A high % of traffic comes from Piney Orchard.  Can the Evergreen connection be built to connect to
Piney Orchard directly?  Can Conway Road be redesigned?
A6: Conway Road was discussed as a potential alternative but is a historical road – options for design
modifications are extremely limited

Q7: Residents do not feel safe getting to Piney Orchard to walk/bike, so they choose to drive there.  How
can this be improved in the interim?
A7: We can review pavement markings and signs to raise awareness of cycling

Q8: Two schools exist - can speed cameras be installed as a deterrent?
A8: The County does not have legislation to allow speed cameras in school zones.  That issue would have
to be raised through County Council.

Q9: What else can be done to curb speeding?  Can speed bumps be installed?
A9: Waugh Chapel Road is designated as a minor arterial, so speed bumps and humps cannot be
installed.  Waugh Chapel Road is used by emergency vehicles serving this portion of the county.

Q10: Can the speed limit be reduced below 35 mph?
A10: We will evaluate other methods to manage speeds.  Reducing speed limits without changing
roadway appearance will not noticeably reduce speeds.

Q11: There used to be a through-truck restriction on Waugh Chapel Road – how to reinstall?
A11: Signs are posted on MD 3 before the signals at Waugh Chapel Road, but they are small.  We will
work with SHA to consider upgrading signing layout.

Q12: Is there a reason why Reliable Concrete still uses Waugh Chapel Road?  Trucks still use it as a
through route. Waugh Chapel should be marked as no (through) trucks.
A12:  See Q11/A11 above for through-truck restriction.
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On-going and planned work from TED

a. Nestor meets with neighborhood transportation committee every 2-3 weeks
b. Traffic calming focuses on behavior and raises awareness.  Concepts can be tested to see

how they work and be designed for permanent implementation
c. Focusing on enhancing trail crossing and pedestrian crossings
d. Roundabouts can be considered

i. We can evaluate the feasibility of changing some intersections to right-in/right-out
design, and adjacent intersections can have roundabouts that allow for indirect left
turns without signals.

ii. County needs to consider if it wants to pursue a capital project based on the
ultimate findings and recommendations from this study.  If it decides to pursue, any
capital project would have to compete for funding against other projects around the
County.  If future design is pursued, a roundabout will be analyzed in more detail for
feasibility and then discussed with the transportation committee.

e. Future recommendations for this corridor will incorporate what the community wants

Additional Attendee Comments:

a. There are three routes to connect to MD 3 and all of them are congested.
i. Patuxent Road - has massive development (Two Rivers);
ii. MD 175 - over capacity and narrows to two lanes when it intersects MD 3

iii. Waugh Chapel Road
b. Symphony Lane: Please consider rumble strips to discourage cut-through traffic
c. 2% annual growth equates to 50% increase by 2040, which will lead to very congested traffic

conditions
d. Community is against widening Waugh Chapel Road.

i. Several residents have houses that back up to Waugh Chapel Road, some crashes
have occurred on their properties.

e. Busses take kids to/from Four Seasons Elementary now because sidewalks are not
connected. Parents do not want their kids walking along the corridor without sidewalks.
Some parents drive their kids to/from school.

f. Bikers need to be wary of traffic due to speeding issues
g. No busses are provided for School of Incarnation – all students arrive by car
h. New technology should be used to better synchronize traffic signals.
i. Upgrade infrastructure to manage speeds.  Provide more active enforcement.
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Summary of Public Comments on Roll-Map

j. Reduce traffic on Waugh Chapel Road by providing an alternate route for Piney Orchard
community

k. Parents dropping children off at the Four Seasons Elementary School park in front of the
school and pull out in front of traffic along Waugh Chapel Road

l. Silver Way / Macmullen Drive intersection
i. Visibility issues turning from southbound Silver Way to Waugh Chapel Road due to

overgrown vegetation.  These issues are complicated by high speeds along Waugh
Chapel Road

1. Intersection sight distance for southbound Silver Way motorists looking left
2. Westbound Waugh Chapel Road motorists trying to watch for motorists

coming from Silver Way
ii. Waugh Chapel Road right turn to Silver Way (unsignalized) is scary

iii. A roundabout should be installed at Waugh Chapel Road / Macmullen Drive.
m. Silver Way / Symphony Lane intersection

i. My car was totaled while I turned left from Silver Way onto Waugh Chapel Road
when a driver along Waugh Chapel Road ran the red light. I did not see the car until I
was on Waugh Chapel Road due to overgrown vegetation.

n. Right-in/right-out design should be considered at unsignalized intersections
o. Sidewalk next to guardrail (east of Symphony Lane) is dangerous
p. Summerfield Road intersection

i. Need a traffic light for Summerfield Road - turning traffic has to stop in through
lanes on Waugh Chapel Road

ii. Need a sign to identify turns onto Summerfield Road
iii. Through-traffic issues on Summerfield Road - extension to shopping center will add

traffic to Waugh Chapel Road.

Follow-Up Resident Comments From After Public Meeting:

1. Resident #1
a. Suggestions

i. Install roundabouts, and remove traffic signals.
ii. Speed cameras near the two schools

iii. Provide more dedicated turn lanes, and do not widen the road for additional
through lanes

iv. Cut back trees and other vegetation overgrowth
v. Keep speed limit under 40 MPH
vi. Keep road restricted to trucks

b. Approves of sidewalks and bike path


